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By Graham Wynd

Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The devilish girls of Sigma Tau Nu There s
simply nothing they wouldn t do- 1958: Sandra Delites is packed off to college in Connecticut after
an incident with another girl. Her father thinks a small town university will be just the thing to
straighten her out, only he hasn t reckoned on the sisters of Sigma Tau Nu. Not just any sorority,
their rites are bloody and the girls are hot - but not for the boys! President Trixie Faust sees a lot of
potential in the newest pledge and Sandra is eager to learn: the thrill of the kill is just the beginning
for these college girls gone wild. Halloween will be extra scary this year. Forget black cats, you don t
want one of these sisters to cross your path. Dark humour, the occult, loss of innocence and sex.
Wynd has well developed, intelligent and believable characters. The flow of the story is perfectly
paced which made all the action and tension so much more effective. The novella is not for the faint
of heart....
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is straightforward in study better to fully grasp. It is definitely simplistic but excitement inside the 50 percent of your publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ma z ie Johns IV-- Ma z ie Johns IV

It in just one of the most popular ebook. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. You will not really feel monotony at at any moment of your time
(that's what catalogues are for about when you check with me).
-- Ma tteo Tor p-- Ma tteo Tor p
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